Logline
A pet shop owner role plays herself as a seductress of a serial
killer in an online game as an act of revenge for an accidental
hanging death of her pet cat.
Tag
She sees scary things.
Synopsis
A pet shop owner, Lily Chen enters into Ronald Reese’s online
psychoanalyses, a gameplay for her dreams; they are a multipersonality interrelationship with her cat. It is called
Shuaijan. At one time and on Ronald’s psychiatric couch, he asks,
“What’s you’re kitty saying now,” and Lily’s reply is “Dada dada.”
These characters, they are filtering in and out of her
dreams, as Ronald becomes this spelunker for Sheng. She’s this
little girl that appears in a haunting fashion as Lily’s false
memory. Ronald’s methods are of a weird science, as he uses
literature to create a phantom existence with Lily’s memories.
When Ronald is online with Lily at another time, he says “Sing me
a song about your nightmares. Sing to me about your dead dreams.
Sing to me about Lucifer. Sing about Satan. Sing to me a song
about my spelunking. Sing to me about what it did to you.” Lily
blames Ronald for what she believes is an accidental hanging of
her cat, so she characterizes her contentious, yet provocative
relationship with Ronald: “If that’s Odysseus’ barking heart, I'd
prefer your pulsating connection.”
Sheng continues to haunt Lily as well as these other
personalities, as all are seeking advice in an online
psychoanalysis;they are actually Ronald’s creations as Lily's
false memories. Mao becomes intertwined in these relationships as
well as their sexual innuendos. When Sheng appears in one of the
fictional episodes, supposedly, to be Lily’s phantom reality, Lily
shouts “Paranoid little girls are too young for daddy!” Oh but
Sheng pulls the hairs out of this little dolly, lurches and whacks
it violently on Lily’s bed - frightening Lily and shouting “You
had an orgasm!”
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When Lily does get to Ronald’s elusive office, she tells him from
the reception room and on a convenient phone to “Sanction me my
love. Do with me as thy will. Take me as your female dog so that I
may have your puppies.” Ronald is in his office, with Lily in the
reception area, both on the phone, and he asks “You’re here to
retrieve your childhood memories?” In the end, after all the
ventures through the literature to create a phantom memory with
Lily, Ronald asks Lily when they are together again online “Your
kitty’s rebirthing, what is it saying?” Shuaijan is on her lap
then, and Lily’s petting and scratching his neck when she says “I
love you.”
See, Lily saw more, more than what the Wolfman saw, and her mother
didn’t see the anal wink either. Ronald takes the three piggy’s,
and makes them the Alien, the Devil and the Wolf, as Lily’s
secreted memory, they are her secreted love life with Ronald.

